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Abstract: 
 Smart robots are one of the most important outputs of the digital revolution; many of them have taken part in industrial 

fields, including the furniture industry, It is now the technology of the present, and it will have a significant impact on the 

industry in the future. Robot-aided manufacturing has now become the criterion for measuring the progress of countries, 

especially the major industrial countries such as the United States of America and Japan, and reports have showed that we 

estimate the global robotics industry in 2020 at one hundred billion dollars.   In addition, that after nearly 45 years, 

artificial intelligence will outperform humans in performing many tasks, like the field of industries that require humans to 

deal directly with cutting and sawing machines, such as the furniture industry, in order to reduce the risks of accidents to 

which workers are exposed. Research problem: The absence of the culture of robot-aided manufacturing in the furniture 

industry in Egypt, especially considering the technological development that we are experiencing now, which leads us to 

the importance of testing the possibility of applying some robotic control systems in the furniture industry in Egypt. 

Research Queries: - What are the most important features of robotic manufacturing that can affect factories' decision to 

move towards robotic manufacturing? - What are the robotic manufacturing techniques that can be used in the furniture 

industry in Egypt? - Is there an impact of the application of robotic manufacturing in the furniture industry? - Is Egypt 

ready to implement robotic manufacturing systems in furniture factories in Egypt? 

Research Objectives: - Highlighting the long-term benefits that can be derived from robot-aided manufacturing in 

performing dangerous tasks in the furniture industry in Egypt. - Measuring the extent to which the Egyptian factory is 

ready to deal with the help of the robots. Research importance: - Filling the gap in the furniture industry related to the 

culture of robot-assisted manufacturing in Egypt?  Research sample: We conducted the study through a questionnaire that 

was sent to 61 furniture factories in the Arab Republic of Egypt, and the response rate of potential respondents was 44% or 

27 respondent factories, who were the closest to the possibility of adopting robotic manufacturing techniques. 

Research Methodology: - The analytical and descriptive approach in the theoretical aspect - Analytical and statistical 

approach in field research. Results :  By analyzing the factors of applying Robot-aided manufacturing, we found that the 

desire to increase production capacity, increase exports, and the cost involved, were the highest motives. The results 

revealed that panel-based frame furniture manufacturers were more responsive to adopting robotic technologies than other 

types of product.  The study also revealed that furniture manufacturers are not ready to adopt robotic manufacturing 

systems, and that any efforts by the government to drive this transformation will require the provision of incentives and 

other tangible economic benefits. 
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